The voltammetric lability of a complex system where a metal ion M and a ligand L form the species ML and ML 2 is examined. Together with the rigorous numerical simulation of the problem, two limiting cases are analysed for the overall process ML 2 → M: (i) the most common case for aqueous complexes where ML → M is the kinetically limiting step and (ii) the case where ML 2 → ML is limiting. In both cases, analytical expressions for the lability criteria are provided which show good agreement with the results obtained from the rigorous numerical simulation of the problem.
Introduction
The speciation of a metal (or any element), i.e. the distribution of its total concentration over a range of physicochemical forms, is long recognised as being important for determining its reactivity, mobility, bioavailability, and toxicity. Rigorous understanding of metal ion speciation in this context must go beyond consideration of the equilibrium distribution of species. A quantitative characterisation of dynamic aspects of metal ion speciation, i.e. the kinetic characteristics of interconversion of metal complex species, is required for correct interpretation of data furnished by dynamic analytical techniques [1] (e.g. permeation liquid membranes, diffusive gradients in thin film, voltammetries), and for establishing a rigorous foundation for the relationship between metal speciation and bioavailability [2] .
In this context it is useful to introduce the concept of lability which refers to the extent to which the complexes contribute to the metal flux (towards an analytical sensor or a bioaccumulating organism) via dissociation. In a labile system, equilibrium between ML and M is maintained on any relevant spatial scale so that conditions of maximum metal flux arise.
For a given surface reaction of the free metal, the lability of a metal complex species indicates its contribution to the supply of uncomplexed metal. Lability criteria have been established for a range of different situations, e.g. geometry and size of the accumulating surface. These criteria allow an a priori evaluation of the contribution of the complex to the metal supply in terms of characteristic parameters of the system: kinetic constants, diffusion coefficients, time scale of the experiment, relevant size of the sensor, bulk concentrations, etc… Note that lability refers to both the properties of the medium and to the geometrical features of the sensing surface.
For dynamic systems, lability criteria are based on the comparison of the relative magnitudes of the actual kinetic metal flux, J kin , to the maximum pure diffusive flux of the complex, J dif , stoichiometry and comparing these with the results of rigorous numerical simulations.
Together with the validation of the classical lability criterion, we present a more refined formulation (introducing L φ ) in terms of the relevant species concentrations along the reaction layer.
Mathematical Formulation
Let us consider the complexation in solution of a metal ion M with a ligand L according to the 
The quotients of the rate constants define the stability constants i K of the complexes, a, d,
The ratios of concentrations i Q are defined as 
where the diffusion coefficients of all species containing L are assumed to equal D L .
The initial conditions are, as usual, ( )
For limiting diffusion conditions, the boundary value problem is given by ( )
and ( )
which expresses semi-infinite diffusion.
Any one of the eqns. this system is cumbersome due to the presence of non-linear equations. As detailed in the Appendix, we use the Galerkin Finite Element Method (GFEM) [4] to solve the spatial distribution of all the species at any time, whereas a finite-difference method is used for the time evolution. We are interested in the metal flux at the electrode surface given by
In case of a sufficiently large excess of ligand ( ( )
, c x t c ≈ ), the association reactions become pseudo first-order and we define
The limiting case of fully labile complexes under excess of ligand allows a simple analytical solution for the metal flux:
where 
For a great many types of ligand L, the Eigen mechanism applies to reactions (1) and (2), implying that a,1 k is determined by the rate of dehydration of the inner coordination sphere of the hydrated metal ion: In other words, if in an aqueous M-ML-ML 2 system the equilibrium between M and ML is dynamic, then that between ML and ML 2 is certainly dynamic (indeed, even more so than the former).
Coupling to interfacial consumption
Formulation of kin J usually derives from reaction layer theory, either or not in combination with the Koutecký-Koryta (KK) approximation [7] [8] [9] . In the KK steady-state approximation, the concentration profiles for M, ML and ML 2 in the diffusion layer are spatially divided into a non-labile and labile region, separated by the boundary of the reaction layer (with thickness, µ). The concentrations of ML and ML 2 in the reaction layer are constant. For the ML 2 -ML-M system, the KK approximation thus implies that the gradients of ML 2 and ML (as determined by the kinetically most stable one of the two) in the reaction layer can be taken as negligibly small.
Since we have seen above that d,2 
Following the reaction layer approach [10] , including the proviso that K 1 K 2 is sufficiently large, we neglect the reassociation term 
The kinetic flux J kin is given by the volume dissociation rates of reactions (1) and (2) of which (1) is the rate limiting:
which implicitly illustrates that the equilibrium between ML 2 and ML is approximately 
which differs from the conventional expression for the 1:1 complex by the factor 1/ and that which is predominantly present, ML 2 . ML 2 acts as a buffer for ML because ML 2 ⇌ ML is faster; this effect implies that ML can sustain larger kinetic fluxes than it would by itself. Thus, although the kinetic flux can never be higher than that arising from dissociation The lability criterion compares the kinetic flux of ML to the maximum total diffusive flux of ML plus ML 2 and thus follows straightforwardly from combination of Eqs. (25) and (32):
with,
and, for ' 2 K sufficiently larger than unity
The lability criteria is
if kin J is evaluated using the bulk concentrations in (32). In this case we denote the resulting value as * kin J . This is the usual approach taken because it allows straightforward calculation of J kin from the bulk concentrations (concentrations at the reaction layer are unknown a priori).
When ML develops a concentration profile in the diffusion layer, J is greater than the maximum kinetic contribution of all the complexes which is given by the maximum total diffusive flux of ML plus ML 2 . It is for this reason that the lability criterion based on bulk concentrations is formulated as L >> 1.
We can develop a more refined approach by using the concentrations at the reaction layer obtained from the rigorous numerical simulation. The resulting J kin , which can be labelled kin J φ , is a good estimation of the contribution of the complexes to the metal flux. We thus
, with the ensuing criterion for lability being:
The approach presented above allows generalisation to complexes ML i for arbitrary values of i.
Evaluation of the lability criteria, concentration profiles and fluxes
Typical concentration profiles along a chronoamperometric experiment under diffusion limited conditions for the case where ML → M is the kinetically limiting step in ML 2 → M are given in Fig 1 for a range of k d,1 values.
Inert complexes.
For sufficiently low k d,1 (Fig 1a) , the system is inert. There is no significant depletion of ML in the diffusion layer and the flux of metal is given by the purely diffusive flux of the free metal with a fixed concentration * M c in the bulk solution.
Due to the excess of ligand and the values of the stability constants, the bulk concentration of free metal in Figs. 1a and 1b is almost zero and the corresponding metal flux at the electrode surface plotted in Fig. 2 is negligible in the inert regime. It should be noticed that kin J , given by (32), does not apply in this situation. This is evidenced by the fact that the effective reaction layer thickness, µ , controlled by k a,1 as Eq. (31) indicates, is greater than the effective diffusion layer thickness, M δ .
Dynamic, non-labile complexes
For certain values of k d,1 , the system is dynamic and non-labile. The reaction layer thickness µ is now lower than M δ , and the typical KK-behaviour is clearly demonstrated by the explosion of the 1 1 Q K values from 1 at distances close to µ as can be seen in Fig. 1b .
Conversely, 2 2 Q K remains close to 1 also for x < µ indicating the equilibrium behaviour of this step: the overall contribution of ML 2 is limited by the dissociation of ML to M.
In this regime, if * M c is negligible, M J is alternatively given by the effective width of the metal concentration profile or by kin J :
leading to an increased metal flux with respect to the inert case as can be seen by comparing the values of µ and M δ (in Fig. 1b , M δ > µ is not shown). Q K from exploding at distances close to µ .
The role of ML 2 dissociation in buffering ML in the reaction layer is highlighted in Fig. 1c . Λ given by (35) when ML 2 is absent, because ' 2 K is missing in the denominator 
Lability criterion
For the sake of completeness of the theory, we also consider the case where the dissociation of ML 2 into ML and L is slower than that of ML into M and L, i.e. the case d1 d2
together with the assumption concerning the stability constants
Under these conditions, the kinetics of the step ML 2 ⇀ ↽ ML are relevant in the problem since almost all the metal is in the form ML 2 in the bulk solution. Only if The kinetic contribution comes from the step ML 2 → ML since the remaining dissociation step, ML → M, is not rate limiting, and
Since ML 2 is the kinetically relevant complex, we can approach this case by considering the sum (M +ML) as a new formal species assuming that the interchanging process ML ⇌ M is so fast that equilibrium conditions are instantaneously reached at any relevant spatial position.
The mean life-time of this new formal species (M +ML) will then be determined by R a,2 which can be written as (under excess ligand conditions)
where app a,2
) is the apparent association constant for (M +ML).
Thus, the mean life-time of M+ML is coupled to app a 2 k and the reaction layer thickness, µ, can be expressed in the conventional way ( ) ( )
where
is the diffusion coefficient of the formal species (M+ML) obtained as the average of the M and ML diffusion coefficients.
The kinetic flux then follows 
if kin J is evaluated using the bulk concentrations in (47), while
if kin J is evaluated using the reaction layer concentrations in (47). Comments on these equations are parallel to those concerning Eqns. (37) and (38). Generalisation of this approach to complexes ML i for arbitrary values of i is straightforward.
Evaluation of the lability criteria, concentration profiles and fluxes
Figs. 5 show the concentration profiles of M, ML and ML 2 for cases (with various k d2 values)
where the dissociation step ML 2 → ML limits the kinetic production of free metal ion. For sufficiently low k d,2 (Fig. 5a) , ML follows the depletion of M due to the lability of ML although ML 2 is not able to dissociate fast enough for x µ < given by Eq. (45) where 2 2 Q K explodes. Note that the normalisation factors for the concentrations in Fig. 5 magnify the gradients of M and ML since, in fact, their bulk concentrations are much lower than that of ML 2 .
On increasing k d,2 , Fig. 5a to Fig. 5c , the reaction layer thickness decreases and the explosion 
Conclusions
The metal flux at an interface in contact with a solution containing complexes of stoichiometry ML and ML 2 is examined in detail. The concept of lability is formulated as a property of the system as a whole, regardless of the mechanisms involved. For aqueous metal complexes, almost without exception, 1
. Thus, the step ML → M is the kinetically limiting one in the overall reaction ML 2 → ML → M under conditions of consumption of M at a surface, e.g. an electrode or a biointerface. That is, if the equilibrium between M and ML is dynamic, then that between ML and ML 2 is certainly also dynamic.
ML 2 effectively acts as a kinetically unlimited buffer of ML in the reaction layer, and we have the unusual situation of the kinetic flux of ML being potentially larger than its diffusive flux.
When ML → M is the kinetically limiting step in ML 2 → M, the reaction layer concept allows an approximate analytical expression to be derived for the metal flux, together with a lability criterion, by comparing the kinetix metal flux with the maximum total diffusive flux of ML plus ML 2. The accuracy of the corresponding expressions has been checked with the rigorous numerical simulation of the problem. The metal flux is well reproduced by the reaction layer concept when the concentrations at the reaction layer are used, these values differ from the bulk concentrations when the complexes are semi-labile or there is no excess of ligand.
However, even in these cases, the lability criterion based on bulk concentrations can be used to predict the critical conditions required to reach labile behaviour.
For the less common case where ML 2 → ML is the kinetically limiting step in ML 2 → M, the reaction layer concept has allowed approximate analytical expressions to be obtained for the metal flux when 
with initial conditions and boundary conditions at ∞ → x given by
and boundary conditions at 0 = x
Using the change of variables
, 
and the initial and boundary value problem
The discretisation of the spatial part is carried out using a mesh 
where ( ) ( , ) ij i j q t q z t = and ( ) ( , )
For the temporal part we use a regular
Applying the FEM [4, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] to the spatial part and the Inverse-Euler scheme to the temporal part [15] , we obtain the following system of equations: 
The system (A16) contains N 5 equations and, despite the linearity of the first N 3 equations, the rest are quadratic, which leads to use a globally convergent Newton-like method [16] in the numerical solution.
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